
Maari™ 

Wood Base Seating

The Maari family of seating brings interiors to life through simple specification for 
a range of applications. Maari is everywhere—its gentle and inviting design offers 
simplicity and warmth in an aesthetic that provides balance within a space. Maari 
wood base chair offers timeless classic seating to complement almost any interior—
from traditional to contemporary.
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Timeless and Adaptable
Maari was influenced by our knowledge of seat and back contours, 
and Patricia Urquiola’s design vision. The shell cradles you with 
distraction-free comfort in a warm aesthetic that makes you feel 
at home. Specify wood base chairs and stools with or without 
upholstery in spaces where you want to make a statement.

Features
With its mix of materials and tactile softness, Maari artfully blends 
beauty, form, and function. Its statement of line is rooted in a 
one-piece, textured, molded shell that is the same for all chairs 
for simplicity of specification. Combine wood base chairs and 
stools with 4-star, 5-star, 4-leg, and sled base chairs and stools to 
accommodate diverse seating needs within one product family.

Fixed-height chair or stool – Offers choice in seating, from  
standard table height to counter and bar heights.

Gentle, rounded shape – Complements other products in the 
Haworth portfolio.

Wide seat and back – Designed with a built-in level of support  
to accommodate a broader range of users.

Optional upholstered seat and back pad – Offers additional 
comfort for longer periods of sitting, as well as aesthetic detail.

Low-back stool – Creates visual choice for fixed-height seating.

Armless – Encourages relaxed postures.

For collaborative and café spaces, refresh areas, private offices, or 
spaces where you want to make a statement. To see the complete 
statement of line, refer to Maari Details.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Maari offers a fresh, expressive design that allows for adding 
personality and aesthetic continuity through finishes and colors. 
Choose from a mix of materials, nine shell colors, and matte paint 
options for variety and warmth.   

Awards and Innovations
• Interior Design 2018 Best of Year Award

To learn more, visit haworth.com.


